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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods and apparatus, including computer program prod 
ucts, to realize a software model are described. Aplurality of 
process components characterizing software implementing a 
respective and distinct business process is de?ned, and each 
of the process components de?ning a respective service 
interface for interacting With other process components. The 
plurality of process components is divided into multiple 
deployment units, Wherein each deployment unit character 
iZes independently operable softWare, and each process 
component is entirely included in exactly one deployment 
unit. Context independent interactions are de?ned among 
the plurality of process components. 
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SOFTWARE MODELING 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] The subject matter of this patent applications 
relates to modeling software systems, and more particularly 
to modeling the composition and interaction of components 
in a software system. 

[0002] Enterprise software systems are generally large and 
complex. Such systems can require many different compo 
nents, distributed across many different hardware platforms, 
possibly in several different geographical locations. Typical 
software modeling systems may not be able to reduce this 
complexity for end users. In order to design, con?gure, 
update or implement an enterprise software system, one is 
required to understand details of the system at varying 
levels, depending on his or her role in designing, managing 
or implementing the system. For example, a systems admin 
istrator may need a high-level technical understanding of 
how various software modules are installed on physical 
hardware, such as a server device or a network, and how 
those software modules interact with other software modules 
in the system. A person responsible for con?guring the 
software may need a high-level functional understanding of 
the operations that each functional component provides. An 
application designer may need a low-level technical under 
standing of the various software interfaces that portions of 
the application require or implement. And an application 
developer may need a detailed understanding of the inter 
faces and functionality he or she is implementing in relation 
to the remainder of the system. 

SUMMARY 

[0003] A plurality of process components can be de?ned. 
Each process component characterizing software imple 
menting a respective and distinct business process, and each 
of the process components de?ning a respective service 
interface for interacting with other process components. 
After the process components have been de?ned, they can be 
divided into multiple deployment units. Each deployment 
unit characterizes independently operable software and each 
process component is entirely included in exactly one 
deployment unit. Thereafter, context independent interac 
tions can be de?ned among the plurality of process compo 
nents so that all communication and interaction (e.g., a 
pair-wise interaction) between a process component in one 
deployment unit and any process component in any other 
deployment unit takes place through the respective service 
interfaces of the process components. 

[0004] One or more business objects can also be de?ned. 
Each business object can be associated with a single process 
component or directly with a single deployment unit. In 
addition, in some variations, none of the business objects of 
any one of the process components interacts directly with 
any of the business objects associated with any of the other 
process components. 

[0005] The process components can also optionally char 
acterize inbound operations to handle incoming message 
associated with a modi?cation of reading of data encapsu 
lated in a business object associated with the process com 
ponent as well as outbound operations to handle outgoing 
messages associated with a modi?cation or reading of data 
encapsulated in at least one business object associated with 
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another process component. In some variations, a process 
component does not de?ne at least one of an inbound 
operation and an outbound operation in relation to another 
process component within the same deployment unit. In 
such an arrangement, the process components can commu 
nicate without service operations using, for example, shared 
memory or database records. 

[0006] Each process component can have at least one 
process agent. Each process agent can enable communica 
tions between a business object associated with the process 
component and a business object associated with any other 
process component. In addition, each process agent can be 
operable to communicate through the service interface of its 
respective process component. An inbound process agent 
can characterize an inbound operation to handle incoming 
messages. An outbound process agent can characterize an 
outbound operation to transmit outgoing messages to an 
external process component. 

[0007] A plurality of process components can be logically 
associated to realize a business scenario. Such a logical 
association can comprise an integration scenario. In some 
variations, a plurality of integration scenarios may be aggre 
gated to form a catalog. This catalog and/or data associated 
with the process components and deployment units may be 
stored in a data repository. 

[0008] In an interrelated aspect, at least two process com 
ponents can be de?ned. With this variation, each process 
component can be associated with software and can de?ne 
an inbound operation to modify or read data encapsulated in 
a business object solely associated with the process com 
ponent, and an outbound operation to modify or read data 
encapsulated in a business object solely associated with an 
external process component. Thereafter, interactions among 
the at least two process components to be handled by the 
inbound operations and the outbound operations can be 
de?ned. 

[0009] In still another interrelated aspect, one or more a 
process interaction map, a process component architectural 
design, a process component interaction architectural 
design, an integration scenario architectural design, and a 
catalog can be displayed. The process interaction map can 
illustrate interactions among a plurality of process compo 
nents with each of the process components characterizing 
software implementing a respective and distinct business 
process. In addition, each of the process components can 
de?ne a respective process interface for interacting with 
other process components. In some variations, a user can 
select a process component which is turn causes a process 
component architectural design associated with the selected 
process component to be displayed. In still other variations, 
the process component interaction map can illustrate a 
plurality of deployment units with each deployment unit 
encapsulating one or more process components and charac 
terizing independently operable software. 

[0010] The process component architectural design can 
illustrate an inbound part, a business object part, and an 
outbound part for a selected process component. The 
inbound part can identify all external process components 
that use one or more inbound operations of the selected 
process component. The business object part can identify all 
business objects associated with the selected process com 
ponent. The outbound part can identify all external process 
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components utilized by one or more outbound operations of 
the selected component. In some variations, the user can 
select on a link betWeen tWo process components to cause a 
process component interaction architectural design associ 
ated With the tWo linked process components can be dis 
played. 
[0011] The process component interaction architectural 
design can illustrate message transfer betWeen exactly tWo 
process components to modify or read business objects 
associated With each business object, each process compo 
nent illustrating a plurality of process agents. Each process 
agent can be either an inbound process agent or an outbound 
process agent With the inbound process agents being oper 
able to receive a message from an inbound operation and the 
outbound process agent being operable to cause an outbound 
operation to send a message. The integration scenario archi 
tectural design can illustrate a logically related group of 
process components to realiZe a business scenario. Relat 
edly, the catalog can illustrate a plurality of available inte 
gration scenarios. 

[0012] Computer program products, Which can be tangibly 
encoded on computer readable-material, are also described. 
Such computer program products can include executable 
instructions that cause a computer system to implement one 
or more of the acts and/or components described herein. 

[0013] Similarly, computer systems are also described that 
can include a processor and a memory coupled to the 
processor. The memory can encode one or more programs 
that cause the processor to implement one or more of the acts 
and/or components described herein. 

[0014] The subject matter described herein provides many 
advantages. A model provides modeling entities to represent 
aspects of a softWare system. Multiple vieWs of the model 
are provided in a user interface. The model vieWs offer 
varying levels of detail, alloWing users to focus on the 
information that is important for their task. Model entities 
can be reused and correspond to reusable softWare that 
implements functionality corresponding to the model entity. 
The model supports dynamic mapping betWeen incompat 
ible message formats. A model can incorporate external 
components. The models can be used to generate metadata, 
Which can be stored in a repository and used in various 
doWnstream processes and tools. 

[0015] Moreover, the subject matter described herein pro 
vides a logical abstraction of hoW various softWare modules 
can interact to effect a business scenario. In particular, 
effective use can be made of process components as units of 
softWare reuse, to provide a design that can be implemented 
reliably in a cost effective Way. Deployment units, each of 
Which is deployable on a separate computer hardWare plat 
form independent of every other deployment unit, enable a 
scalable design. Furthermore, service interfaces of the pro 
cess components can de?ne a pair-Wise interaction betWeen 
pairs of process components that are in different deployment 
units in a scalable manner. 

[0016] One implementation of the subject matter 
described in this speci?cation provides all of the above 
advantages. 

[0017] Details of one or more implementations of the 
subject matter described in this speci?cation are set forth in 
the accompanying draWings and in the description beloW. 
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Further features, aspects, and advantages of the subject 
matter Will become apparent from the description, the draW 
ings, and the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0018] FIG. 1 is an illustration of a modeling method. 

[0019] FIG. 2 is an illustration of a modeling system. 

[0020] FIG. 3 is an illustration of process component 
modeling entities. 

[0021] FIG. 4A-C illustrate a process interaction map. 

[0022] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a process component 
model. 

[0023] FIG. 6 is an illustration of a process component 
interaction model. 

[0024] FIG. 7A-B illustrate a business object map. 

[0025] FIG. 8 is an illustration of an integration scenario 
model entity. 

[0026] FIG. 9-9A illustrate an integration scenario catalog. 

[0027] FIG. 10A-B illustrate a GUI for presenting one or 
more graphical depictions of vieWs of a model and modeling 
entities. 

[0028] FIG. 11 is an illustration of process component 
interaction With an external process component. 

[0029] FIG. 12 is an illustration of process component 
interaction through a mapping model element. 

[0030] Like reference numbers and designations in the 
various draWings indicate like elements. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0031] In the context of this document, a model is a 
representation of a softWare system, part of a softWare 
system, or an aspect of a softWare system. A model can be 
associated With one or more vieWs. A vieW of a model 
represents a subset of the information in the model. For 
purposes of discussion, the term “model” Will be used to 
refer to both a model or a vieW of the model. A modeling 
system can be used to create, modify and examine a model. 
A model can be used in a softWare development process to 
describe or specify a softWare application, or parts or aspects 
of a softWare application, for developers implementing or 
modifying the application. The model speci?es the design to 
a useful level of detail or granularity. A compliant imple 
mentation of the modeled functionality Will conform to the 
speci?cation represented by the model. 

[0032] FIG. 1 is a process How diagram illustrating a 
method 100, in Which, at 110, a plurality of process com 
ponents are de?ned. Each of process components character 
iZes softWare implementing a respective and distinct busi 
ness process. In addition, each of the process components 
de?nes a respective process interface for interacting With 
other process components. Thereafter, at 120, the plurality of 
process components are divided into multiple deployment 
units so that each process component unit is included in 
exactly one deployment unit. Each deployment unit charac 
teriZes independently operable softWare (Which may be, for 
example, separately deployed on different hardWare plat 
forms). In addition, each process component is entirely 
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included in exactly one deployment unit. At 130, context 
independent interactions among the plurality of components 
are de?ned so that all communication and interaction 
betWeen a process component in one deployment unit and 
any process component in any other deployment unit takes 
place through the respective process interfaces of the pro 
cess components. 

[0033] FIG. 2 illustrates a modeling system 200. An 
interactive graphical user interface (GUI) 204 alloWs a user 
to create, inspect and modify a model. The GUI 204 can 
present a model in different vieWs offering differing levels of 
detail. This alloWs users to focus on information that is 
appropriate to their role or the task at hand. A model design 
component 206 coupled to the GUI 204 provides one or 
more tools for modifying and manipulating a model, as Will 
be discussed beloW. A repository 202 is capable of storing 
one or more models and associated information. By Way of 
illustration and Without limitation, the repository can incor 
porate one or more ?les, databases, services, combinations 
of these, or other suitable means for providing persistent 
storage of model information. 

[0034] FIG. 3 is an illustration of process component 
modeling entities (or “process components”) in a model. For 
brevity, Where the sense is clear from the context, the term 
“process component” Will be used to refer both to the 
modeling entity and to an implementation in a softWare 
system of a process represented by that modeling entity. The 
same dual use Will be made of other terms to refer both to 
the modeling entity and an implementation represented by 
the entity, Where the meaning is clear from the context. 

[0035] A process component is a softWare package that 
realiZes a business process and exposes its functionality as 
services. The functionality contains business transactions. A 
process component contains one or more semantically 
related business objects (e.g., 330, 310). A business object 
belongs to no more than one process component. 

[0036] Process components are modular and context-in 
dependent. Context-independent means that a process com 
ponent is not speci?c to a given integration scenario. (Inte 
gration scenarios are described later.) Therefore, process 
components are reusable, that is, they can be used in 
different integration scenarios. 

[0037] A process component has one or more service 
interface modeling entities (316, 318, 320, 322, 336, 338) 
(or “interfaces”). An interface is a named grouping of one or 
more operations. It speci?es offered (inbound service inter 
face) or used (outbound service interface) functionality. 
While in general process components Will have service 
interfaces, it is permissible to de?ne a process component 
having no service operations. This Would be appropriate, for 
example, to process components that inherently or by design 
interact only With process components deployed on the same 
hardWare platform, in Which circumstances a non-service 
method of interacting, e.g., through shared memory or 
database records, might be preferred. 

[0038] An operation belongs to exactly one process com 
ponent. A process component generally has multiple opera 
tions. An operation is the smallest, separately-callable func 
tion, described by a set of data types used as input, output, 
and fault parameters serving as a signature. An operation can 
use multiple message types for inbound, outbound, or error 
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messages. An operation is speci?c to one interface, i.e., the 
same operation cannot be used in more than one interface. 

[0039] Operation are described for purpose of exposition 
in terms of process agents. Aprocess agent (or “agent”) is an 
optional modeling entity representing softWare that imple 
ments an operation. Operations can be implemented through 
other conservational techniques. Operations (and hence 
agents) can be synchronous or asynchronous, and inbound 
or outbound. 

[0040] Synchronous outbound operations send synchro 
nous request messages and process response messages. 
Synchronous inbound operations respond to messages from 
synchronous outbound operations. Synchronous communi 
cation is When a message is sent With the expectation that a 
response Will be received promptly. Asynchronous commu 
nication comes With the expectation that a response Will be 
provided by a separate operation invoked at a later point in 
time. 

[0041] An asynchronous outbound operation is speci?c to 
a sending business object. If the asynchronous outbound 
operation is triggering a neW communication to another 
process component, it is speci?c, for the triggered process 
component. HoWever, the same asynchronous outbound 
process operation can be used for tWo operations Which are 
part of the same message choreography. If the asynchronous 
outbound operation is sending only a con?rmation (not 
triggering), it might be re-used for different receiving pro 
cess components. 

[0042] Inbound operations are called after a message has 
been received. Based on a business object’s status, inbound 
operations may initiate communication across deployment 
units, may initiate business-to-business (B2B) communica 
tion, or both by sending messages using Well-de?ned ser 
vices. 

[0043] The model can describe the potential invocation by 
one process component of an operation on another process 
component. Graphically, this is depicted as an arc (340, 342) 
in FIG. 3 connecting the tWo process components 306 and 
308. Invocation of an operation on a process component is 
alWays accomplished by another process component send 
ing a message to the process component, if the tWo process 
component, are part of different deployment units, Which are 
described beloW. Interaction betWeen tWo process compo 
nents in the same deployment unit, on the other hand, can be 
implemented by the passing of messages, as described, or it 
can be implemented by the use of resources, e.g., data 
objects, database records, or memory, that are accessible to 
both process components When they are deployed. 

[0044] Messages are described by message modeling enti 
ties (or “messages”) in the model. 

[0045] An process agent can be associated With a single 
interface. For example, interface 338 is associated With 
process agent 332, interface 336 is associated With process 
agent 334, interface 316 is associated With process agent 
312, and interface 318 is associated With process agent 314. 
In one variation, each operation is associated With a process 
agent. 

[0046] An output operation generally responds to a change 
in a business object associated With the operation. The 
operation Will generally perform some processing of the data 
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of the business object instance Whose change triggered the 
event. An outbound operation triggers subsequent business 
process steps by sending messages using Well-de?ned out 
bound services to another process component, Which gen 
erally Will be in another deployment unit, or to a business 
partner. For example, outbound process agent 324 in process 
component 306 can invoke an operation of interface 322 to 
send a message that Will be received by the inbound process 
agent 312 in process component 308. The message is routed 
to a speci?c operation in interface 316 according to the 
signature or type of the message, Which the inbound process 
agent 312 handles. 

[0047] Inbound process agents When implemented are 
pieces of softWare that are used for the inbound part of a 
message-based communication. An inbound process agent 
starts the execution of the business process step requested in 
a message by creating or updating one or multiple business 
object instances, e.g., for associated objects (330, 310) in 
response to receiving a message. Outbound process agents 
When implemented can send messages in response to a 
business object changing or interaction With a business 
object. For example, the inbound process agent 312 may 
modify business objects 310, thus triggering outbound pro 
cess agent 314 to send a message to the inbound process 
agent 328. If tWo operation invocations are part of the same 
message choreography, they are associated With the same 
process agent. 

[0048] A business object model entity models a business 
object. A business object is a representation of a type of a 
uniquely identi?able business entity (an object instance) 
described by a structural model and Zero or more service 
interfaces. Implemented business processes operate on busi 
ness objects. 

[0049] A business object represents a speci?c vieW on 
some Well-de?ned business content. A business object rep 
resents content, Which a typical business user Would expect 
and understand With little explanation. Business objects are 
further categoriZed as business process objects and master 
data objects. A master data object is an object that encap 
sulates master data (i.e., data that is valid for a period of 
time). A business process object, Which is the kind of 
business object generally found in a process component, is 
an object that encapsulates transactional data (i.e., data that 
is valid for a point in time). The term business object Will be 
used generically to refer to a business process object and a 
master data object, unless the context requires otherWise. 
Properly implemented, business objects are implemented 
free of redundancies. 

[0050] Business process objects are associated With 
exactly one process component. Master data objects are 
either associated With exactly one process component or 
exactly one deployment unit. 

[0051] Business objects residing in a foundation layer are 
called business foundation objects. The foundation layer is 
deployed on every platform, and its business objects, pro 
cess components, and reuse services are available to be used 
by all application scenarios. It is assumed that business 
objects in the foundation layer Will be local in all integration 
scenarios and can be directly accessed synchronously from 
business objects Within deployment units in an application 
layer. Business objects in the foundation layer can be 
associated With more than one process component. 
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[0052] FIGS. 4A-C illustrate a process interaction map 
400. A process interaction map is a modeling entity that 
describes interactions betWeen tWo or more process compo 
nents. It can be presented in the GUI 204 (FIG. 2) by the 
model design component 206 as a circuit diagram, for 
example, With arcs indicating potential interactions betWeen 
process components. In a visual rendition of the map 400, 
process components are represented as icons (e.g., 404, 406, 
408). So called “external” process components are indicated 
With dashed lines (e.g., 406, 408). External process compo 
nents are shoWn to place the modeled process components in 
their operational context relative to another system, e.g., a 
system belonging to another company, such as a customer or 
other third party. The GUI 204 alloWs a user to connect and 
disconnect process components (i.e., to indicate potential 
interactions), move a process components, and Zoom in a 
speci?c portion of the map 400 to see more detail, as 
indicated by vieW 414. 

[0053] Groups of process components can be organiZed 
into scenarios and deployment units. An integration scenario 
modeling entity (or “scenario”) describes a group of process 
components that interact directly or indirectly (i.e., through 
one or more other process components) With each other. A 
process component belongs to one deployment unit. Sce 
narios are discussed beloW. 

[0054] A deployment unit modeling entity (e.g., 402, 410, 
412) models a deployment unit, Which includes one or more 
process components that can be deployed together on a 
single computer system platform. 

[0055] Separate deployment units can be deployed on 
separate physical computing systems and include one or 
more process components. For example, a physical system 
can be a cluster of computers having direct access to a 
common database. The process components of one deploy 
ment unit interact With those of another deployment unit 
only using messages passed through one or more data 
communication netWorks or other suitable communication 
channels. Thus, a deployment unit softWare entity deployed 
on a platform belonging to Company A can interact With a 
deployment unit softWare entity deployed on a separate 
platform belonging to Company B, alloWing for business 
to-business communication. Or deployment units in differ 
ent divisions of the same company can interact With each 
other. More than one instance of a given deployment unit 
softWare entity can execute at the same time. 

[0056] FIG. 5 is an illustration of a process component 
model (PCM) 500. A PCM is a vieW of a model that 
incorporates the model entities associated With a particular 
process component. A PCM can also describe potential 
interactions betWeen a process component and other process 
components in the same or in different deployment units. For 
example, the illustrated process component 500 can interact 
With a Customer Requirement Processing component 504 
and a Customer Invoice Processing component 525. More 
over, a PCM can describe interaction With external process 
components that are controlled by third parties (e.g., 528). 

[0057] The PCM models operations incorporated in a 
process component. For example, inbound operation 
Change Sales Order based on Customer Requirement Ful 
?llment Con?rmation 508, and outbound operations Request 
Invoicing 520 and Con?rm Sales Order 522. The arc 530 
connecting the process component 504 to the interface 502 














